
1. Reclined Hand To Big Toe Pose - 
Supta Padangusthasana with strap

Come to lie on your mat with your feet placed on the earth, 
hip width apart, knees bent. Take a moment just like this with 
your eyes closed to tune into your breath. Perhaps bring one 
hand to the heart, one hand to the belly. Feel the gentle 
rising and falling of the abdomen and feel the expansion and 
contraction of the ribs and heart space. Then take a strap or 
a scarf or anything that you have handy, and place it around 
the ball of the right foot. Extend your leg straight up, 
pressing through the heel as if your pressing your foot 
against the ceiling, keeping the knee aligned above the hip. 
Be mindful to keep both your shoulders and pelvis grounded 
on the earth evenly. Breathe here and repeat on the left side. 

2. Cat and Cow Pose  - Bitilasana Marjaryasana 

Come to all-fours with your knees hip-width apart. Hips are 
stacked above the knees, shoulders above the wrists. Press 
down evenly through each of your fingers. Take a moment 
with your spine in its neutral position. Then on an inhale; 
tailbone lifts, belly drops, collar bones broaden, as the chest 
and gaze rise. On the exhale, round the upper back, drawing 
the navel in towards the spine, tucking the tailbone, allowing 
the head to hang heavy. Flow between both movements 
matching the length of the breath to the duration of each 
spinal undulation. If you are breathing nice and slow, you are 
moving nice and slow! If you feel like moving in any other 
way while you’re here, go for it! How about add in some hip 
circles and shoulder rolls. 
 

3. Downward Facing Dog - Adho Mukha Svanasana

From all-fours walk your hands forward grounding your 
fingers down into the mat, making sure your wrists are 
facing forward, then tuck your toes under. Lift your hips 
towards the sky, sending them upward and backward, 
keeping your feet hip width or wider apart. Take a bend into 
the knees if needed or keep the heels raised off the mat in 
order to keep your spine nice and long. Feel the shoulders 
moving away from the ears as you press into your hands. Try 
bending one knee and then the other, peddling out your feet, 
releasing the backs of the legs. Find some stillness and take 
some nice deep breaths here.
 

Your ‘Work From Home’ Antidote



4. Half Splits Pose - Ardha Hanumanasana with blocks

From downward facing dog step your right foot between 
your hands and lower your left knee. Find your blocks (books 
also work really well as blocks) and place one under each 
hand, framing the front foot. Bring the right hip back, coming 
onto the right heel, aiming toward straightening the front 
leg. If you have space you can begin to fold over the front 
leg, tilting from the hips. Otherwise stay up on your blocks 
and focus on keeping your hips in line with each other whilst 
maintaining a long spine. Float through downward facing 
dog to switch sides. 

5. Lizard Pose - Utthan Pristhasana

Again start by stepping the right foot between the hands 
from downward facing dog, this time staying on the ball of 
the back foot. Walk your front foot to the outer edge of your 
mat, outside of your right hand. Your right knee is stacked 
above the right ankle, you can lower your back knee to the 
earth if this feels too strong. Keep your hips square here and 
try to maintain a strong back leg by pressing out through 
the heel. You can also try rolling onto the outer edge of your 
front foot to see how that feels. Fine a position that you can 
ease into and take some nice deep breaths here as the 
tension melts from the hip. As always, repeat on the other 
side. 

6. Half Pigeon Pose - Ardha Kapotasana 

From downward facing dog bring your right knee just 
behind and outside your right wrist. Angle your shin so that 
your left heel comes over toward your left hip, foot activated 
and flexed. If your right hip is hovering high off the earth, 
pop a block underneath to be more comfortable. If you have 
space you can begin to align your front shin with the front of 
your mat. Stay up on your fingertips for this variation, 
collarbones broad, shoulders relaxed. Its important to keep 
the hips parallel in pigeon. You can check by looking at your 
back leg, is it straight behind you? Once you feel 
comfortable in the pose notice how with every exhalation 
the hip releases slightly. You will notice the length in this side 
of your body when you press back to downward facing dog 
before completing the left side. 



7.  Happy Baby Pose - Ananda Balasana

Come to lie on your back hugging your knees in towards 
your chest. Bring your hands to either the inside or the 
outside of the feet and press your feet up while your knees 
draw towards the armpits. You can take some little 
movements here, a gentle rock forward and backward or 
side to side, in order to massage out the lower back. You can 
even take turns straightening either leg, whatever feels 
nice!

8. Knees to Chest Pose - Pawanmuktasana

Bend your knees and hug them into your chest. Feel your 
entire spine on the earth and feel your shoulders relaxing 
down, away from the ears. Take a few breaths in stillness 
and then play with some gentle movements. Circle the 
knees in one direction then the other, drawing out any 
tension in the lower back. Then try circling one knee at a 
time.

9. Supine Spinal Twist - Supta Matsyendrasana

Hug the right knee in toward the chest. Place your left hand 
onto your knee and gently guide it over to the earth or a 
cushion on your left side. Right arm comes out wide along 
the earth at shoulder height and you can turn the gaze to 
the right palm if it is comfortable for your neck. Settle in the 
pose here and take some deep breaths as the spine gently 
twists. Repeat on the other side.

10. Bumble Bee Breath - Bhramari Pranayama

This pranayama is instantly calming, it can be used to settle 
the mind of frustration, anxiety and agitation; hence inviting 
focus. You can use this throughout the day to clear the mind 
in order to work more efficiently or for whenever you may 
be feeling overwhelmed. You can also use it as a calming 
breath at the end of your practice or at the end of your day. 
There are a few different mudras that can be explored, but 
for now we will keep it simple. Come to a comfortable 
seated position with your back nice and straight. Take a 
deep breath in through both nostrils. Use your index fingers 
to gently close the ears. With your teeth gently apart and 
lips together exhale out a nice long hum. Allow your 
exhalation to be long and drawn out. Do this 5 times or 
more! 
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